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Note:
1. moving out policy
Due to some big events, such as 2010 Shanghai World Expo, new infrastructure construction and old 
infrastructure reconstruction and etc, moving out policy is the specific policy published by Shanghai 
govermont.
2. Longtang 
The local term used by Shanghai people. As ‘long’ means a lane and ‘tang’ means an important building or 
the front room of a house, ‘Longtang’ either means a Lane that connects houses or a group of houses 
connected by lanes. For the "long" in ‘Longtang’ means neighborhood, and people living in a Longtang are 
actually living in a neighborhood. (Longtangs in Shanghai, Luo Xiaowei)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Based on the upcoming 2010 World Expo of Shanghai. According to ‘moving out’ policy of 
Shanghai government, a large percentage of residents from Shanghai’s old downtown area are 
being moved out to a district on the outskirts of the municipality because the area has been 
designated as a site for the Expo’s venues. The old Shanghai downtown area is called ‘Long-
tang’  in Shanghai.  
In the context of moving out policy and shifting community space of ‘Longtang’ residents, my 
research explores how water can be used to forge a new typology for the Xinji residential 
area in developing Shanghai. The new typology of residential area is defined by a new type of 
community space. Water, edge and corridor are examined as three main concepts to create this 
kind of new community space, where residents can be provided with diverse spatial experience 
and various spatial effects through spatial transformations in and between private and public 
and diverse programs in a residential area. In my research, water defines the materiality of 
space and identifies water space and its context as dominated spatial scopes. Edge is defined 
by scale and focuses on periphery spaces of water space. It is the periphery space that forms 
external conditions of water space. Corridor explores an interweaving spatial network through 
circulations of residents and a flowing-ness of water between public and private, interior and 
exterior, water body and other programs in a residential area scale and its context.  
‘Longtang’ is one of the key precedents I am looking at for the purpose of studying water edge 
conditions and corridor conditions, and to deduce a way to best design hybrid community in the 
old residential area of Longtang. ‘Longtang’ is a highly hybridised community space. The 
existing strong linkages between community space and the concept of hybridity express in the 
following three aspects: spatial transition in and between public and private; spatial fusion 
among diverse programs; and spatial interconnections among different scales. Lane is one of 
the essential rules to weave the above three linkages. It is the interlacing lane that makes spatial 
hybridity possible because lane is a public space as well as private space by its mixed spatial 
use. Lane plays multiple roles in local residents’ daily life; it is passageway, courtyard, kitchen, 
lounge room or market under different conditions. Through circulations of local residents by 
diverse scales, lane corridor connects spaces between public and private, interior and exterior, 
‘longtang’ and its context.
Xinji residential area is a residential area I lived in. It is identified as one of the peripheral node 
for the moving out policy by Shanghai government? It lies in the south west of Shanghai city. 
The area of the site is 10 ha. Currently 423 families (30% of them are prepared for the new 
residents coming from Shanghai downtown) live in 1.6 ha ; the other 8.4ha have been set aside 
for semi-public and public occupation (by the end of 2004). Two lakes (8.5 ha) lie in the center 
of site and were designed as main tool to organise public leisure space for local residents. 
According to the investigation I have done during January and February in 2005 in Xinji 
residents. Majority of existing residents were not satisfied with the existing conditions of public 
open space inside Xinji resident area because they don’t think existing public open space 
provided enough opportunities for them to do leisure activities and their spatial effects are 
monotonous and less of changes, especially for central lakes. On the other hand, with the 
moving out policy, new residents, who prefer diverse spatial experience of lane in ‘Longtang’ 
area, are going to move into Xinji residential area, which gives new challenges to existing 
dwelling environment of Xinji residential area.   
My research, therefore, tries to explore a new typology of residential area, which can provide 
local residents with diverse spatial experience and various spatial effects. My research title 
‘Hybrid city’ refers to a residential typology for a rapidly modernizing Shanghai. Through spatial 
integration in and between diverse programs, an infused landscape entity will be created in Xinji 
resident area. 
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The following diagram illustrates a framework of my research and briefly notes some key concepts.
1.  Edge
Edge is defined as an ‘in-between space’. Edge(water edge) is spatially adjacent to water body and is 
examined as extending periphery space based on scale in my research. 
2.  Corridor
Corridor is defined a ‘linear space’, which is used to connect and organise different spaces and diverse 
programs through two circulations (reseident and water).
3.  Spatial Transformation
‘Spatial Transformation’ is a process, which describes how edge and corridor are used to influence spatial 
effects and give residents various spatial experiences. ‘Spatial Transformation’ is also an outcome, which 
attempts to integrate two spatial concepts, edge and corridor, and create interfused landscape in residential 
area.
4.  Hybridity
It is one of the most important approaches, which is used to transform spaces in Xinji residential area.
5.  Spatial effect
Spatial effect emphasises visual effect of landscape rather than real spatial occupation.
6.  Spatial experience 
Converse to spatial effect, it concentrates on physical uses and occupation of spaces. 
Note:
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HYBRIDITY
Hybridity is like a huge box that collects every relevant object and mixes them together to form 
new possibilities, combinations and objects. Each object must have one or more relevant 
linkages with the other objects. In ‘Longtang’ area, public lanes and private houses create 
relationships through three spatial transformations. They are spatial transition in and between 
public and private through creating gradient of space; spatial fusion among diverse programs 
through varying spatial functions; and spatial interconnections among different scales through 
circulations of local residents. The process of the above spatial transformations between public 
lane and private house is what I claim ‘hybridity’ to be. 
In other words, the process of creating hybridity is a process of looking for the context between 
different spaces (public and private; interior and exterior; micro and macro). It is not just about 
looking for similar operational modes amongst spaces, but it is also about finding new connec-
tions or relations between spaces that produces the ‘hybrid’. For example, lane generally works 
as the public corridor before private house to guide people’s circulation, while in ‘longtang’ area, 
according to the situation of living conditions of old Shanghai downtown area, it is not only a 
public circulation space, but also a semi-private courtyard space, even a totally private cooking 
space. Therefore lane can’t be simply classed as public circulation space in ‘Longtang’ area. It 
has the feature of hybridity. The specific conditions of lane of ‘Longtang’ are a complex of urban 
landscape. The rapidly growth of population in old shanghai downtown area produces a 
possible social background for highly occupied public space as private use. Lane, originally, was 
designed to directly connect house and house, house and street in ‘Longtang’ area, thus it 
makes convenience for neighbors’ communication, shopping and other daily activities. However 
with the shifting conditions of Shanghai downtown area, such as highly population density, 
changing lifestyle and housing renovation, the originally limited individual housing space 
couldn’t meet the existing housing requirement any more, therefore the outdoor lane is of course 
occupied by residents and doing various individual activities, such as cooking, relaxing, playing 
cards and marketing. Under the big context of the development of Shanghai, Lane has specific 
spatial conditions. Hybridity is one of the critical spatial concepts to understand the existing 
spatial relationships between public and private and diverse programs.
First of all, the concept of hybridity explores the spatial context. Like Walter Hood said I believe 
that from a chair to a box on the street we interact with those things in different ways and how 
you place them in the environment can create dynamic. You have to think about it in the context 
...... (Walter Hood, 2001) Context is an interconnection among different objects from micro to 
macro; hybridity constitutes the city’s primary connective principle (Rem Koolhass, 1997). 
On the other hand, two or more spaces after hybridisation will generate a new space, which has 
the characters of gradient, because mixing process among two or more spaces is not simply 
overlapped, but interactions may effect during the mixing process. The gradient of the space is 
reflected by the interaction between two or more spaces. Like mixing red tea and black, a type 
of tea will produce with new flavor because of the chemical reactions, which happen during the 
mixing process.  
According to the investigation I mentioned before, appeals for diversities and varieties of spatial 
effects and spatial experiences are the main issues facing Xinji residential area.
My research, therefore, tries to explore a new typology of residential area, which can provide 
local residents with diverse spatial experience and various spatial effects both inside and 
outside, public and private. Hybridity is one of the most important approaches I will apply into 
redesign of Xinji residential area. Water will be regarded as main thread to reorganise spatial 
relations in and between public and private, inside and outside, and diverse programs. Through 
different types of hybridities, water-based landscape entities will be examined, their possibilities 
to provide those diversities and varieties in Xinji residential area. 
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Spatial extension
Lane is occupied by local residents as part of  private housing space through cooking activity. 
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Longtang (primary precedent)
My initial concept of hybridity is from ‘Longtang’ city. It was one of traditional residen-
tial areas characterized by interlacing lanes in shanghai downtown area. 
‘Longtang’ city was built hundreds of years ago. Initially the housing was one or two 
levels, and were usually less than 50 square metres. But over time Interweaved 
narrow lanes spatially connected with each individual home to create more space for 
residents of the ‘Longtang’ to do their daily activities, especially providing communal 
spaces were neighbors can meet. 
 
However, with the ongoing increase of population in Shanghai downtown area.  The 
Original house can’t provide enough private space for existing residents to do every-
day activities. Therefore, local residents have most often moved their kitchen and 
courtyard into the public lanes, which make the original narrow lanes more busy and 
crowded. 
Therefore, in ‘Longtang’ the land is a highly transformed space based on its multifari-
ous spatial uses and occupations, which forge a highly community-focused residen-
tial area in Shanghai downtown area.  Due to these characteristics the ‘Longtang’ will 
be one of most important precedents in my research. 
Based on edge and corridor concepts, the following images and diagrams show the 
principles of how lanes successfully transform spaces and make multifarious spatial 
uses possible in ‘Longtang’. Those principles will be applied into my future redesign 
of Xinji residential area.
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Spatial fusion
There is no obvious edge intervention between courtyard and lane because residents have mixed the 
spatial use of the courtyard and lane.
Spatial hierarchy
Diverse activities, such as promenading, daily markets and playing cards coexist in the street.
The Spatial function of lane can shift within the street, market and courtyard according to the different times of 
day and different people. 
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Considering “edges as physical and conceptual entities within landscapes provide the opportu-
nity to be integrative, complex, rich and subtle in design of spatial transitions.” (Catherine Dee, 
2001,).
In my research, edge (water edge) is explored as physical components of landscape and as 
spatial concepts. Conditions of edge, therefore, can be identified as an essential criterion to 
examine spatial relations between two or more programs, and shifting existing conditions of 
edge may forge new spatial relations, which may produce new spatial effects and spatial experi-
ence.
EDGE
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CORRIDOR
Corridor focuses on the spatial organisation through circulation and connection; while edge 
emphasizes spatial interrelation through transition and extension.   
Water defines specific materiality of corridor because the very materiality and spatial attributes 
of water, its flowing-ness, conditions the very function of a corridor. In my research, water 
corridor is examined as another essential concept to define spatial connections between water 
and other programs in Xinji residential area. Like other corridors, such as lane corridor in ‘Long-
tang’ city, circulation and connection are two basic tools corridor uses to organise different 
spaces and to build a hierarchical network in different scales. Unlike other corridors, water 
corridor has its unique spatial expression because it has the spatial qualities of water. For 
example, water has no physical shape, no form and no colour. It is the other elements in the 
landscape that give water its visual and physical form. The spatial relationships between water 
and other elements are extremely interwoven which is the potential nature of landscape. For 
example, the land along canals gives body to the canal, and while the continuous flow of the 
canal can make transporting circulation possible, then through those transportation, two 
different lands located away, may create connections in terms of canal corridor. 
HYBRID  CITY
SPATIAL TRANSFORMATION
‘Spatial Transformation’ is a process of spatial interaction, which describes how edge and 
corridor are used to guide spatial interactions and create afused landscape entity in a residential 
development area.
Hybridity is one of the possible approaches to address how to transform different spaces in the 
Xinji residential area. Then hybrid space may be an outcome of this kind of spatial transforma-
tion.
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Scale
By studying and designing for, initially, a smaller scale area of Xiji residential area, the appropri-
ate design strategies of water-based community will be produced, and eventually engage with 
its neghborhood area and the whole city of Shanghai , to implement a typology of community 
throughout contemporary Shanghai through the use of water, edge and corridor concepts.
The left diagrams show the location and scale of Xinji residential area. My research crosses 
from the large scale of Shanghai, to medium scale of Xinzhuang Town, which is a satellite town 
of Shanghai regarded as a residential area zone by Shanghai government in 1998, and then 
focuses on the small scale of Xinji residential area, which belongs to Xinzhuang Town.
Note:
1. Shanghai
With the rapidly ongoing development of Shanghai, by 2000, the population density is more than 3000 
people/per square kilometer in old Shanghai downtown area. On the other hand, some big events, such as 
2010 Shanghai World Expo, are coming in the future. In order to modify the stress of this dense population 
in those areas and to accommodate those residents by moving out policy, some satellite towns, especially 
for residential area use, are generated.
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Existing percentage of population of Xinji residential area based on group (diagram1) and age (diagram2) 
by the end of 2005.
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space areas weren’t provided with many opportunities for them to do leisure activities and their 
spatial effects were monotonous. All of them mentioned the central lake because it was 
designed as main public open space for local residents. They considered the lake as, currently, 
being dead. On the other hand, with the moving out policy, some residents of the ‘Longtang’ 
area, who identify outdoor public open space as an integral element in the way they live , plan 
to move into Xinji residential area, Xinji residential will face new challenges in the future.
site context
Existing external conditions of Xinji residential area is examined based on 3km2 of surrounding 
areas. 
From the land use diagram, there is a 12 metre-wide river behind Xinji resident area, and named 
Dafu river. It is one branch of Huangpu River1. Due to tide characteristic of Dafu river by tide, 
high flat wall is used to avoid hazards from tide. Currently Dafu river mainly used for agriculture 
irrigation. It has been used for goods transportation until now. There are some lakes around site 
and a 10ha park behind Xinji residential area. All those conditions may provide geographical 
advantages to spatial integration in my future proposals.
Note:
1. Huangpu River
It is the mother river of Shanghai, which gives basic fabric of Shanghai city and divides Shanghai city into two 
parts. 
Complex population structure
Currently, there are more than 1500 residents and 400 families living in Xinji residential area.
Based on group and age, existing population diagrams (left) show the percentages of population 
composition of Xinji residential area by the end of 2005. Diagram1 and diagram 2 imply a 
diverse mix of residents in the residential area.
Complex population structure of Xinji residential area is one of essential factors to bring new 
challenges to existing spatial conditions within Xinji residential area. Residents are one of the 
important components in the residential area. Due to different residents, this has various 
requirements on community space and the way water-based spaces are used. Especially for 
new residents from the ‘Longtang’ area in downtown Shanghai, who are used to doing diverse 
activities in laneways. This diversity amongst its residents will generate new requirements for 
multifarious community spaces.
Appeals from residents
Currently, according to the investigation I have done during January and February in 2005 in 
Xinji residents. 50 residents have been surveyed. Among them, 48 residents thought the 
existing inside conditions of public open spaces was not satisfactory because the public open
Dafu river
lake
(area:3Km )2
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Existing Plan
According to existing plan of Xinji residential 
area, it is a semi-enclosed community with a 
security wall that surrounds the area, which has 
only four entries. The type of housing is multi-
level (five levels) and high-level (nine levels). 
Some facilities lie inside, including one nursery, 
one convenient store and one service center. 
Internal central lakes and their surroundings 
compose main public open space. Currently, 
residents use the internal lakes only for lakeside 
strolling and lakeside sitting. Road guides 
residents’ circulations among private housing 
buildings, public entries, public facilities and 
public leisure spaces.
Summary
Through brief analysis of existing conditions of 
Xinji residential area, there are several important 
issues. First, there will be a new group of 
residents moving into Xinji residential area, who 
are from ‘Longtang’ area. Second, based on 
personal investigation of some Xinji residents, 
existing conditions of public open space within 
Xinji residential area are not satisfied because 
they can’t provide existing residents with various 
spatial experiences. Third, existing spatial condi-
tions of Xinji community faces future challenges. 
A new typology of residential area is required to 
provide a multifarious dwelling environment for 
existing residents and adapt to complex popula-
tion structure and provide possibilities to forge a 
new water-based community.  
3.0 SITE
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Existing water edge conditions
The existing conditions of lake edge have been pointed out one of the main reasons 
that local residents don’t want to access lake or enjoy lakeside leisure activities. 
In this section, existing water edge conditions have been analyzed. Water edge 
refers to the peripheral space of a water body. Peripheral space is not a fixed spatial 
form because it may consist of one or more programs at different scales. For 
example, water edge can refer to a singular program directly adjoined to the actual 
water body. Connections can be considered physically thorough a deck, pier, path 
etc, while simultaneously referring to a nearby river. As the larger river system can 
be considered peripheral because it groups other programs and systems to form a 
landscape entity.
Therefore, existing conditions of water edge will be presented at different scales, 
including at the scale of the residential development, housing block and water edge 
etc. With this multi-scalar existence; existing conditions of water edge will be elabo-
rated.
Large scale (Residential area scale)
At the development scale, water edge is defined all spaces around the existing 
central lakes, including the interiority of apartments and there adjoining. 
According to the plan diagram, broken lines represent external (black one) and 
internal (red one) water spaces respectively.  Currently, there is no direct circulation 
guide, such as path and canal, to build between the internal and the external. The 
spatial forms of edge are green belt, house and road. Section A-A demonstrates how 
the green belt is mainly for public leisure activity, the house is for private living and 
road is for traffic circulation, consequently emphasising the segregation between 
elements. 
My aim has been to consider how the peripheral space surrounding the central lakes 
can extend the public leisure space.
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Medium scale (Housing block scale)
In this part, edge conditions will be examined between lake and house. The specific spatial use of the edge will influence 
qualities of water space. For example No2: (images and diagrams), water space of 2-1 is more public than that of 2-3 because 
of the use of a bridge. The bridge guides traffic circulation on both sides of water space but a green ramp/ slope in the grade 
of the landscape can’t. This identifies how elements in the landscape provide a directional role for people who use it.
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Small scale (Water edge scale)  
 
At a small scale, edge is more specific; it focuses on physical edge treatment. For example, No2 
uses rocks, topography and trees to deal with the waters edge space. Different treatments 
determine how people utilise waterfront space. For instance, the paved path, bench, topography 
and tree in No1, enables people have multiple choices on how they may use the waterfront 
space; strolling, sitting and passing by; While No3 provides less opportunities for sitting and 
promenading activities.
On the other hand, people’s activities are not the only ways to influence the way a water edge 
is treated. For example, because of tide, water level of external Dafu river is not fixed, in order 
to avoid hazards of high water levels, railings are used in No1 diagram. Railings avoid potential 
hazards of water and meanwhile not losing the opportunities to experience flexible water levels. 
As for physical treatment of water edge, it is a challenge both to take hazards and experience 
into account in Xiji residential area.
Yarra River edge
According to edge treatment, the Yarra 
river edges give some successful 
examples. From images and diagrams 
to the right, we can see whatever low-
level timber dock, concrete step or 
middle timber bridge, through smoothly 
gradient spaces between high level 
space and low water surface, they are 
aware of hazard existing and provide 
people stages accessing water.
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Existing water corridor condition
The existing water corridor explores existing spatial connections 
among different programs through residents’ circulation and 
water’s circulation in Xinji residential area. 
What I am proposing is that water corridors can be one of the most 
important mediums for people’s movement. Water circulation is the 
very flowing-ness of water, which performs an act of circulation.
Existing conditions of water corridor will be presented from different 
scales because those spatial connections or relations, which are 
created by water corridor through circulations of residents or water, 
may vary in different scales. Scale, actually, spatially expresses the 
integration between edge concept and corridor concept.  
Circulation study (neighborhood scale)
In this section, the existing conditions of the water corridor will be 
examined from local residents’ daily circulation in neighborhood 
area of Xinji residential area.
 
The left diagram shows the dynamic relationship among program 
distribution, spatial connection and people’s circulation. Currently, 
the daily circulations of local residents, such as schooling, working, 
shopping and relaxing, rely on the road networks. In order to 
address existing problems of monotonous spatial experience of 
Xinji residential area, new corridors will be proposed. With the 
additionof alternative corridors, new spatial connections between 
programs will be generated. For example, in order to create 
diversity of spatial experience, I propose that the existing Dafu 
river, which is behind Xinji residential area, can be used for 
infrastructural transportation, waterside strolling, finishing and etc. 
Through various spatial experiences of the Dafu river, new relation-
ships between Xinji residential area and its surrounding context will 
be created.
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Circulation study (residential area scale)
Based on destinations of internal circulation of existing residents in Xinji residential, the existing 
circulation diagrams indicate three circulations (housing oriented circulation, water oriented 
circulation and green oriented circulation) consist of existing circulation networks among house, 
water space and green space. Housing oriented circulation is the circulations guided by road 
and path and mainly connects spaces between private houses and public facilities and public 
open space. Water oriented circulation is guided by waterfront corridors, such as path, platform 
and boardwalk and mainly connects spaces between public water space and other spaces. 
Green oriented circulation is guided by road, path and avenue along or inside green space and 
mainly connects spaces between public green space and other spaces.
Currently, spatial forms of existing internal water space are elements such as lake and fountain. 
In order to examine the possibilities of water corridors in the Xinji residential area, a variety of 
water corridors (dark blue one) are proposed. Compared with the existing circulation network, 
the proposed circulation network (proposal circulation diagram) is more complex.
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In my research, I also consider grey water recycling process, which can 
also guide the spatial reorganisation in Xinji residential area.
Grey water recycling explores the processes of grey water s from private 
house back to private house. The recycling process accompanies with it 
spatial integration. For example, one process can be grey water discharging 
from the private home, then flowing into a private pool for -treatment, public 
swale, discharge into water plant, at last go back private house. 
Through this process spatial linkages and formed, and meanwhile, different 
landscape elements, including grey water, water plants, soil, climate, people 
and etc create relationhips in terms of grey water purifying stages. The grey 
water recycling corridor is defined by the spatially integration through a 
series treatment stages.   
The existing grey water recycling diagrams (right top) show one traditional 
process of grey water treatment. It uses water pipes to transport grey water 
between private houses of Xinji residential area and adjacent water plant. 
In order to create more spatial connections and programmatic relationships 
in Xinji residential area, my proposal is to explore other possible stages to 
treat grey water. The following grey water treatment diagrams (right below) 
show four possible outcomes. The stages of grey water treatment are not 
unique, but are various.  
On the other hand, when considering grey water, some data must be taken 
into account, such as grey water volume. The middle diagrams show the 
existing grey water volume by seasons and by uses, they provide a data 
reference for redesigning a new grey water recycling system.
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Huangpu river edge1 Huangpu river edge 2
flat wall mode
two-stage stair mode
low water level
middle water level
high water level
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5.0 PRECEDENT
5.1 HUANG PU RIVER
10m
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Precedent
The following precedents provide diverse edge treatments of water. They mainly illustrate how 
diverse edge treatments vary people’s activities in and beside water space, and then explore 
some potential edge treatments, which may produce more spatial experiences of water space 
may work within its context.
HuangPu River
Huangpu River is the most important river of Shanghai because it not only weaves the urban 
fabric of shanghai, but also organises the whole water infrastructure system of Shanghai. The 
images and diagrams to left show two typical ways of existing edge treatments of Huangpu 
River in the Bund area. According to the publication on ‘Ideal Space’, (PP. 40, Vol. 12, 2004, 
Zhiqiang Wu), ‘in order to avoid floods, the existing two edge treatments of Huangpu River only 
take flood hazard into account and forget to provide possible ways for people to access 
Huangpu River and experience its shifting water levels’.
house + canal +house
pattern1: house+bridge (canal)+house
pattern4: house+driving way+green belt+bridge (canal) 
               +green belt+cycling way+house
pattern3: house+walking way+bridge 
                (canal)+walking way+house
pattern2: house+bridge (canal)+green belt+path
pattern5: house+walking way+green belt+driving way+green belt+bridge (canal)+green belt+driving way
house + path + canal + house
house + bridge (canal) + street + house
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Zhouzhuang Town
Zhouzhuang town is located in Jiangsu province of China. It is famous for it’s canal oriented 
urban fabric. The town and its canals are combined with multifarious spatial treatments of water 
edges, water is examined as the main rule to organise different spaces in Zhouzhuang town. 
The following images (right) and diagrams (below) show some existing edge conditions of the 
canal. Road and bridges play an essential role in guiding people’s circulation in Zhouzhuang 
town. Road always coexists with a canal and operates as a corridor connecting various 
programs in and between canals and with other programs through pedestrian circulation.
5.0 PRECEDENT
5.2 ZHOU ZHUANG
sketches from Suzhou
images + edge sections
house + step+ canal + house
house + canal +house
Suzhou
Suzhou
Bangkok
Venice
Amsterdam
Amsterdam
sketches from Bangkok
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Water Cities 
(Suzhou, Bangkok, Venice and Amsterdam)
The following images and relevant diagrams of the 
physical treatments of water edges are selected from 
four typical water cities, Suzhou China, Bangkok, 
Venice and Amsterdam of Netherlands. The diverse 
treatments of water edges form different spatial uses 
and generate specific water experience in each city. 
The Old Grand Canal of Suzhou has remained for 
over 2400 years and local residents were used to 
living with it. It is the canal that forms a hybrid 
community space between private and public, which 
is very similar as ‘Longtang’ of Shanghai. Based on 
mixed uses of canal spaces both for private washing 
and public transportation, majority of houses use 
stone steps to make the spatial mixture possible.
The Floating Market is the main use of canal system 
in Bangkok. It creates a public aquatic market along 
the canal network. Local residents take advantage of 
canal system to sell or buy goods. In order to adapt 
the commercial uses of the canal system, existing 
water edge treatments, such as long timber corridor 
and wide steps, are designed for meeting the 
maximum consumption of traffic and communication.
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images of Bangkok
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variation01: transportation use
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variation03: amenity use
proposed vehicle/residents’ circulation
proposed vehicle/residents’ circulation
proposed vehicle/residents’ circulation
proposed vehicle/residents’ circulation
proposed aquatic transportation circulation
Variation01: transportation use
The diagram illustrates waterb as a means for circula-
tion and transportation, it knits a closer relationship 
between house and residents, residents and their 
neighbors, waterside path and water corridor because 
the materiality of water physically separated dock 
together with a path provide an intensive gathering 
place for residents to land and move.
Variation02: shopping use
In order to maximise the spatial use of its canals, the 
floating markets of Bangkok can be used as concept, 
which integrates shopping, and transportation. 
The relevant diagram shows in order to vary the spatial 
use of water space, floating markets can be applied into 
Xinji residential area; this would provide residents with 
shopping convenience, existing enclosed courtyard 
yards which have extended waterfront access.
Variation03: amenity use
A veranda over the water works as one public leisure 
facility, where residents can chat with neighbors, pass 
through and buy daily goods. Its various spatial uses 
will affect other programs around, including water 
space, path and house. For example, watertransporta-
tion may be more frequent in order to provide its 
residents with more public access and connection 
between housing blocks.
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EDGE SCENARIO
According to existing tide conditions of the external Dafu river, edge scenario proposes spatial 
integration in and between internal lakes and external river through new canals. This may shift 
existing water level conditions of internal lakes, and consequently influence their edge condi-
tions and guide new circulations of Xinji residents, creating spatial connections in and between 
public and private, interior and exterior.    
house
facility
hard surface
parking area existing external water space
road
platform
green space
proposed water space
bridge/corridor
legend
 100m0
residential area
public green space
school
market/ shop
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Xinji residential area
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site context
proposed master plan
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Site context
The following site context diagram presents new canals, which spatially connect internal lakes, 
external river and external lake. Through the integration between existing water space and 
proposal water space, new water oriented relations between Xinji residential area and other 
residential areas are built. According to the site context diagram, the existing isolated internal 
water spaces extend from four directions and combine with external water spaces. The 
intercrossed water corridors divide existing fabric of Xinji residential area into four parts.
Proposed master plan
With the shifting conditions of site and its context, the proposed master plan diagram explores 
a totally new spatial fabric of Xinji residential area. All programs, including housing, building, 
water, green belt, road and facilities will be reorganised to adopt new spatial relationships 
between internal and external water space.
Compared with the existing spatial conditions of the site, the proposition has the following 
characteristics:
1. Existing water spaces of Xinji residential area have integrated external water spaces through 
spatial connection. 
2. New water spaces play more important roles in organising spatial components in Xinji 
residential area because water-related activities will be tested as main leisure activities to enrich 
the community life of Xinji residents. 
3. Edge conditions of water bodies are identified as one of the key factors to express new spatial 
connections between internal and external.
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legend
neighbor’s house
house
boardwalk
veranda
balcony
pavilion
step
sunken terrace
green belt
road
unit:m
water body
detail plan Detail plan
This diagram shows the detailed spatial layout of different programs. Instead of the current 
monotonous edge conditions between housing blocks (existing image), the proposal edge 
suggests complex conditions: interlaced water corridors stitch different spaces among the public 
(such as sunken terrace, steps and pavilions), the semi-public (such as veranda, balcony and 
porch) and the private (such as house) through people’s circulation and water-related leisure 
activities. At the same time diverse landscape components —water, people, stone, land, plant 
and building, etc.— coexist and interact to forge an water-oriented landscape entity between 
housing block in Xinji residential area. Diverse water edges, including step, sunken terrace, 
platform and sloped green space, adopt shifting conditions of water spaces and try to create 
more water-based leisure activities for Xinji residents.
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Section study
The diagram of section / material / use / program illustrates how shifting water conditions 
influence spatial connections in and between different materials, and affect spatial uses of 
different programs.
The water level of the external Dafu river varies as this is a tide river. In my proposal internal water 
space will be integrated with the flexible water levels of external Dafu river. This will be examined 
as one of the most significant components that affect spatial experience of water through the use 
of water edges.
In the edge scenario flexible water levels are generally divided into three levels: high, middle 
and low. According to statistic data of Dafu river, high water level submerges the central corridor 
(shown in section A-A), middle water lays between the central corridor and the step (section 
D-D), and low water level remains under step. As a result of the analysis of Yarra River edges I 
selected step, sunken terrace and green ramp as the main forms of water edge, which obviously 
reflect fluctuant water levels. For example, in section D-D, timber steps will adopt the shifting 
water level and provide variety of spatial uses from land activities to aquatic activities.
water
timber
concrete
paved
grassed
B - B
public leisure
boundary
circulation
private housing
material
use
water body house corridor corridor/house terrace step balcony house front green space road porch
timber under water with high water lever
land activities shift to aquatic activities 
shiftting boundary
shiftting circulation
program
B B
plan
concrete corridor with one group of steps
concrete corridor with two groups of steps
. Compare with one group of steps, two groups 
of steps form richer spatial experience.
. More steps, more gradual spaces create.
concrete corridor+sunken terrance
. While the concrete corridor is mainly used for 
circulation, the timber terrace can be used both 
for circulation and leisure activities.
. The level difference between corridor and 
terrace create a semi-enclosed space. 
middle water level 3.5m(appr.)
high water level 4.5m (appr.)
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water
timber
concrete
paved
grassed
C - C
public leisure
boundary
circulation
private housing
material
use
water body house green ramp green ramp
timber partly under water with higher water lever
water plants partly under water with higher water lever
land activities shift to aquatic activities 
shiftting circulation
water plant
road deck porch corridor couryardprogram
low water level 2.5m(appr.)
C C
plan
 5m0
middle water level 3.5m(appr.)
high water level 4.5m (appr.)
paved platform with rail and chair
. The rail and the platform semi-encloses the space.
. Seating areas increase people’s permanency.
natural sloped green belt 
water plants
soil layer
water-side shurbs
. It is hard for people to occupy this kind of 
spaces because of intensive vegetation.
. Water plants, waterside shurbs and fishes 
form an ecological group. Natural sloped green 
belt is the best way to deal with the edge. 
0 1m
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section study
water edge palette
use
water
timber
concrete
paved
grassed
D - D
public leisure
boundary
circulation
private housing
material
timber partly/ totally under water with higher water lever
land activities shift to aquatic activities 
shiftting circulation
water plant
program
water plants partly under water with higher water lever
water body house green ramp green ramp corridorroad sunken terrance courtyardstep
D D
plan
low water level 2.5m(appr.)
middle water level 3.5m(appr.)
high water level 4.5m (appr.)
The following forms show the shifting water 
levels of Dafu river per year and per day.
time water level
12:44 pm, July 2nd, 2004
01:13 am, July 2nd, 2004
02:50 pm, July 2nd, 2004
02:55 am, July 2nd, 2004
3.39m
4.35m
3.76m
4.64m
Note: Hydrologic Station Data in Huangpu Park, Ideal Space, 
Vol. 12, 2004, P. 40
time water level
02:00 pm, Jan 23rd, 2004
02:00 pm, Apr 23nd, 2004
02:00 pm, Agu 23nd, 2004
02:00 pm, Nov 23nd, 2004
1.35m
3.86m
5.76m
3.64m
waterside green group
mutil-layer plant
soil layer paved waterside wall
waterside rail . Mutil-layer plants and rails produce a 
more semi-closed space where people 
tend to do activities of a more private 
character.
. Use waterside wall, paved path and 
turf constitute a typical edge treatment 
beside water, which is suitable for 
waterfront walk. 
timber step
. Steps produce a gradual spatial 
interface to interact with water.
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water circulation
passageway circulation
green oriented circulation
People/Water Circulation
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Function / connection / circulation
Four functions, including house, water, passageway and green belt are used in this scenario. 
They interact and form a merged landscape entity. 
In the connection diagram, one programmatic dot directly interlocks with more than three dots, 
forming diverse multi-linkage spatial structures among programs (for example house guides a 
‘one core’ module, while passageway guides a ‘ multi-core’ module). 
The circulation diagram indicates that the majority of programs can function as corridors to 
guide circulation. As an example some semi-private programs such as veranda, balcony and 
porch can works as corridors to guide the circulation in and between interior and exterior. On the 
other hand, spatial circulation is relevant to interconnect and distribute programs (eg the 
distribution of house and the connection with other programs determines what kind of housing 
oriented circulation.
Note:
 
1. Housing oriented circulation
Uses corridors (passageway, veranda, balcony and porch) to connect 
interior and exterior, and mainly services private housing space.
2. Water circulation
It specifically means fluidity of water space in this scenario.
 
3. Passageway circulation
Uses corridors (road, path and lane) to connect different programs, 
servicing the majority of spaces.
 
4. Green oriented circulation
Uses corridors (path, lane and green space itself along or inside green 
belt) to connect green belt to its context, servicing mainly public green 
open space.
internal
water
house
green belt
passageway
circulations of residents or water
functionexternal
legend
water
house
green belt
passageway
Osmanthus fragrans
Pittosporum tobira 
Salix babylonica Linn.
Loropetalum chinense
Buxus sincia Rehd.
Liriope spicata var.
Nymphaea alba Linn.
Jasminumpmesnyi 
Trachycarpus fortunei 
Cinnamomum camphora
Monstera delociosa
Malus halliana
垂丝海棠
桂花
海桐
小叶黄杨
龟背竹
阔叶麦冬
红花继木
云南黄馨
睡莲
棕榈
垂柳
香樟
Note: Red ones represent proposal species;  the above listed species are designed as the major plants in the edge scenario.
character                                                culture
tree  shrub  aquatic grass   even   deciduous  native exotic
light requirement            water requirement
strong  medium  weak    strong  medium  weak 
legend            species                               
plant green
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3
4
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7
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9
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11
12
source
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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12
Planting Design
Plants palette
The left form lists plants applied to the edge 
scenario. According to a specific local climate and 
weather conditions, the planting design of the edge 
scenario maintains the majority of existing plants 
species and combines them with some new 
species.
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Image
The following images show how residents of Xinji will experience water space while water levels 
shift through diverse water edges.
high water level
02:00pm, Agu
middle water level
02:00pm, Apr
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CORRIDOR SCENARIO
The corridor scenario explores how water interacts with other components spatially and tempo-
rally (eg. flora, fauna, climate and people), and eventually produces a merged landscape entity 
in Xinji residential area. Based on the existing shifting rainfall volume in Shanghai area, the 
water corridor develops a flexible spatial form, which may spontaneously adjust spatial uses and 
occupation between residents and other programs.
residential area
public green space
school
market/ shop
factory/ office
Xinji residential area
external water space
legend
 100m0
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Site context
The site context diagram shows the general fabric of the site and its surroundings. Broken lines 
represent proposed water corridors and reveal their connection with external water context.
The main target is to increase the existing number of water corridors by examining how they 
interact with other corridors and how they influence spatial uses and effects, all of which is 
addressed in the masterplan.
Proposed master plan
The water corridors work together with road corridors to guide spatial circulations and connec-
tions among private house, public open space and public facilities. Their spatial hierarchies rely 
on specific spatial qualities of different corridors and on their context. For instance, a road is 
generally used for walking, cycling and driving, while a canal is for boating, aquatic activities and 
water discharge. Although these differences come from the materiality of the corridor, it is hard 
to recognize which corridor is the main circulation in the site. 
The master plan presents the spatial fabric of the site and its context, the general spatial layout 
between private housing space and public open space, and diversity in programs. The specific 
spatial interrelationships among each space will be developed in further detail in a smaller scale.
site context
proposed master plan
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Detail plan
This plan selects four typical housing groups. Compared with the existing typical one- 
space structure (house+ balcony+path+middle green belt+path+house) between 
housing blocks, this new spatial structure operates simultaneously within multiple 
programs. Some programs are adjacent (concrete steps and timber platform) and others 
are overlapped (green ramp and water). 
While diverse programs alternate and operate spatially (creating various spatial effects 
and experiences), some operate in multilevel spatial structures, such as the concrete 
platform in the middle of four houses, providing a flexible outdoor landscape for 
recreation and circulation. Depending on the time of the day and season, the proposed 
corridor scenario changes and produces various landscape features.
0 1m
. ramp gradually raises stages between lower and 
  higher.
ramp+sunken terrace
green slope+green base+green slope
. green space conditions water plants growing
 and purifies rain water. It also provides some 
specific fauna habitat, such as fish, frog, 
microorganism and etc.
concrete step+green base+ concrete step
.sunken base is better for collecting rainfall
.spatial transformation from circulation of people 
 to habitat of flora and fauna. 
. compare with the above section of the edge 
structure, concrete surface of steps is hard to 
form wild life habitat.
variation02: 
more rainfall volume
A - A 02
water
concrete
paved
grassed
public leisure
circulation
wildlife habitat
material
use
program water bodygreen beltpath submerged corridor
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water
concrete
paved
grassed
public leisure
circulation
material
use
program corridorwater bodygreen beltpath
variation01: 
less rainfall volume
A - A 01
section study
water edge palette
Section study
The package of section / material / use / program illustrates how materials, spatial uses and programs interact 
in the corridor scenario.
The corridor is defined by circulation. Through the circulation of different spatial components (eg. people, water, 
vegetation and wild animals) a specific interrelationship between different programs is developed. Within these 
relationships, spatial effect and experiences shift spontaneously. For example, in the section A1-A1, the rainfall 
volume determines people’s traffic, while leisure circulation is guided through the main spatial uses of corridor. 
However in section A2-A2, where there is a higher water level, water space replaces the concrete corridor and 
transforms into a main corridor to guide aquatic ecological circulation of water plants and animals.
  
 2m0
water
concrete
paved
grassed
public leisure
circulation
private housing
material
use
program boardwalkgreen belt green belt green beltpath house housepath
B - B 
water plant
 2m0
A A
B B
. specific water space for transportation.
green slope+water corridor+path
central platform
. central platform is both for daily circulation 
  and public leisure activities.
green slope+water corridor+ backyard+house
. narrow water corridor intervene spaces between 
public green belt and private house.
. gradually, ecological planting design beside 
water corridor  provides various habitats for some 
aquatic animals, amphibious animals and insects 
in different seasons. Due to the character of 
environment elements, including local climate, 
weather, soil conditions and etc., specific  species 
of plants will be selected to treat water front 
space, which also vary the distribution and 
selection of fauna habitats.
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green space
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Function / connection / circulation
Four functions (house, water, passageway and green belt) are applied in the corridor scenario. 
In the functional distribution diagram, house and green belt occupy a larger area; while in the 
connection diagram, water and green belt play a dominant role by linking different programs. In 
the circulation diagram, and based on the number of circulation lines, water and passageway 
guide those circulations, and links water corridor with passageway corridor, guiding people’s 
daily circulation between water space and green space.
Note:
 
1. Housing oriented circulation
Uses corridors (passageway, veranda, balcony and porch) to connect 
interior and exterior, and mainly services private housing space.
2. Water circulation
It specifically means fluidity of water space in this scenario.
 
3. Passageway circulation
Uses corridors (road, path and lane) to connect different programs, 
servicing the majority of spaces.
 
4. Green oriented circulation
Uses corridors (path, lane and green space itself along or inside green 
belt) to connect green belt to its context, servicing mainly public green 
open space.
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character                                                culture
tree  shrub  aquatic grass   even   deciduous  
light requirement            water requirement
strong  medium  weak    strong  medium  weak 
legend            species                               
Osmanthus fragrans
Pittosporum tobira 
Salix babylonica Linn.
Oxalis corymbosa 
Aucuba japonicaVariegata
Liriope spicata var.
Nymphaea alba Linn.
Ophiopogon japonicus cv.
Trachycarpus fortunei 
Cinnamomum camphora
Monstera delociosa
Malus halliana
垂丝海棠
桂花
海桐
洒金桃叶珊瑚
龟背竹
阔叶麦冬
红花酢浆草
沿阶草
睡莲
棕榈
垂柳
香樟
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Planting Design
Plants palette
The left form lists some main plants applied in the 
corridor scenario. According to the climate and 
weather conditions of Shanghai and the specific site 
conditions, the planting design of the corridor 
scenario keeps some of the existing plants species 
and combines them with new native species. 
Note: Red ones represent proposal species;  the above listed species are designed as the major plants in the corridor scenario.
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02 transformed space (private / public)
existing
Image
Based on the four different approaches of 
spatial transformations based on water, four 
scenarios (01,02,03,04) were explored. 
In order to define why proposed scenarios are 
better than the existing conditions some cases 
were organized in sub-scenarios. For 
example, scenario 03 gives both daytime and 
night-time views. In the sub-scenarios spatial 
qualities become more flexible and compli-
cated because their design attempts to 
consider more spontaneous conditions, and 
even some natural ones, as temporal shifting 
and biologic habitat, which will influence the 
form of spatial representation and the fabric of 
residential landscape.  
In scenario 04 there are big differences in 
monthly rainfall volume and frequency. This 
scenario takes those differences into account 
and provides three sub-scenarios that adapt to 
the shifting rainfall conditions.
Jan/Feb/Oct/Nov/Dec
Mar/Apr/May
Jun/Jul/Aug/Sep
7.9
8.5
8.9
11
10.8
11.2
13.9
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13.5
12.5
10.4
9.6
Rainy 
Days
37
52
69
138
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145
174
104
95
84
61
47
Rainfall 
  (mm)
Rainfall of Shanghai in 2004
Dec
Nov
Oct
Sep
Aug
Jul
Jun
May
Apr
Mar
Feb
Jan
Note: statistic data 
Shanghai Weather Bureau, 2005
existing proposed
04 transformed space (by month)
day-time night-time
03 transformed space (day-time / night-time)
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WATER SCENARIO
The water scenario uses water as functional landscape components: it proposes a grey water 
recycling system as a new corridor that creates spatial connections between private garden, 
internal lake, external river and external park. It also suggests a proper water edge treatment 
and planting design to foster a working landscape in Xinji residential area.
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site context
proposed master plan
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Site context
Compared with the edge scenario, the water scenario emphasises spatial integration among 
different spaces through the circulation and recycling of grey water. According to the following 
site context diagram, the recycling process includes two phases: one is the grey water 
treatment, and the other is grey water reuse. Each of these has several stages, which will be 
presented later.  
Proposed master plan
The master plan diagram explores a grey water recycling system designed not only for grey 
water recycling but it also for the spatial interconnection if spaces. For example, in the courtyard 
the water corridor links spaces between indoor space and outdoor space, while in the site, the 
water corridor connects spaces between site and its context.
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The detail plan diagram shows two different spatial morphologies of the courtyard. Instead of 
existing mono-programmatic courtyard conditions (show in the image), the proposed courtyard 
conditions are characterized by the coexistence and interaction of multi-programs, forming an 
interweaved landscape entity. 
With the diversity of spatial components and the variety of spatial organisation, the relevant 
spatial effect and experience will vary, as it happens in the uses of the left courtyard, which 
produces semi-enclosed spatial effects. The typical form is ‘green belt+path+green 
belt+stream+green belt+house’, which considers the spatial requirement of grey water 
treatment while taking in account the neighborhood communication. Conversely, the right 
courtyard uses pond, boardwalk, green belt and wall to produce a more enclosed spatial effect. 
The typical form is ‘pond+boardwalk+green belt+wall’, which creates a private leisure courtyard 
space before moving into the grey water treatment.
Detail plandetail plan
unit:m
winter spring autum summer
62
8987
110 
Grey Water Volume by Seasons
(L/p. d) 
According to existing house type and population,
calculate grey water volume per day per family.
Building Level: 5
Family Number: 10
Suppose: average 3.5 person per family
In summer grey water consumption volume: 
10 *3.5*110=3,850 L
   
Note: statistic data, Shanghai Weather Bureau, 2002
Roof tank for storage of grey water at least: 5m 3
The following diagram shows the average volume of grey water by season in Shanghai 2002. 
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Section study
The package ‘section / material / use / program’ illustrates how materials, spatial uses and 
programs interact by forming different spatial effects.
Water circulation can be extended through the water edges, forming separated or connected 
spatial effects. In section A-A, according to the conditions of right courtyard, water circulation is 
intervened by green belts and walls, which block visual connection and create a private 
courtyard space. On the contrary, the left courtyard in section A–A shows a semi-public spatial 
effect because the bridge acts as a water edge connecting the courtyard between neighbours. 
In this same section the water edges, especially the grassed area, transform the spaces by 
assisting grey water treatment.
green belt+bridge+green belt+path
. The bridge connects spaces in both sides.
corridor+green belt+leaked wall
. The leaked window attracts people 
and slightly increases contextual 
spatial uses, such as green belt and 
timber corridor.
veranda+canal+corridor+wall
. The veranda extends as a visual sequence, 
but the wall blocks visual sequencing.
path+stream+green belt
. The paved path is mainly used for people’s 
circulation, while the stream is for grey water 
uses (recycling, circulation, etc).
green belt+corridor+pond
. The timber corridor overlaps water and 
synergy spatial uses, both for grey water 
recycling circulation and people’s circulation. 
 
water edge palette
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left courtyard right courtyard neighborneighbor external
grassed
paved
water
timber
concrete
grey water recycling
boundary
recycling assistance
residents’ circulation
private housing
green belt green beltpath veranda corridor corridor green beltcorridor corridor
A - A
material
spatial use
program
section study
A A
plan3m0
0 1m
left courtyard + house right courtyard + house neighborneighbor external
grassed
paved
water
timber
concrete
grey water recycling
boundary
recycling assistance
circulation
private housing
green belt path indoor corridor indoor corridorporch side doorporchcorridor green beltcorridor
B - B
material
spatial use
program
B B
plan
green belt+water corridor+green belt
. This is a typical natural treatment.
corridor+green belt+wall
. The tree provides shadow and 
provides better conditions for 
spatial occupation.
green belt+water corridor+green belt
. outside water corridor assists water corridor of 
courtyard in discharging grey water. .
water edge palette
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section study
3m0
0 1m
left courtyard + balcony left courtyard + balcony neighborneighbor
grassed
paved
water
timber
concrete
grey water recycling
boundary
recycling assistance
resident’s circulation
green belt green belt balcony balconycorridor
external
C - C
material
use
program
C C
plan
balcony+water+corridor+balcony
. Although the canal interrupts spatial occupation between the 
two balconies, it provides a visual sequence.
green belt+water corridor+green belt
. Inside, the enlarged stream increases the 
capability of grey water discharging.
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housing oriented
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functional distribution spatial connection
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housing oriented circulation
grey water circulation
passageway circulation
green oriented circulation
residents’/grey water circulation
1
2
3
4
function / connection / circulation
Four functional programs (house, water, passageway and green belt) were applied to the water 
scenario. What are the different connections and circulations that they create?
In the connection diagram, and responding to the number of lines and dots, water plays a 
dominant role by linking almost all programs (including neighbour space and public corridor 
space). The same dominant condition can be seen in the water circulation diagram. In addition, 
water space takes the most area within whole plan. These three factors prove that water can be 
used as the main tool in connecting spaces. On the other hand, other programs such as house, 
passageway and green belt help in creating an interfused spatial entity with water.
Note:
 
1. Housing oriented circulation
Uses corridors (passageway, veranda, balcony and porch) to connect 
interior and exterior, and mainly services private housing space.
2. Water circulation
It specifically means fluidity of water space in this scenario.
 
3. Passageway circulation
Uses corridors (road, path and lane) to connect different programs, 
servicing the majority of spaces.
 
4. Green oriented circulation
Uses corridors (path, lane and green space itself along or inside green 
belt) to connect green belt to its context, servicing mainly public green 
open space.
internal
water
house
green belt
passageway
circulations of residents or water
functionexternal
legend
water
house
green belt
passageway
character                                                culture
tree  shrub  aquatic grass   even   deciduous  
light requirement            water requirement
strong  medium  weak    strong  medium  weak 
Pittosporum tobira 
Salix babylonica Linn.
Parthenocissus tricuspidata
Aucuba japonicaVariegata
Nymphaea alba Linn.
Ophiopogon japonicus cv.
Trachycarpus fortunei 
Cinnamomum camphora
Hibiscus mutabilis
木芙蓉
海桐
洒金桃叶珊瑚
龙柏
爬山虎
沿阶草
睡莲
Acorus tatarinowii
石菖蒲
Phragmites communis Trirn.
芦苇
 Iris germanica
德国鸢尾
棕榈
Acer buergerianum
三角槭
垂柳
香樟
plant green
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
13
12
14
15
16
17
Gardenia jasminoides
栀子花
Jasminumpmesnyi 
Sabina chinensis cv. Kaizuca
云南黄馨
native exotic
source
specieslegend
Note: Red ones represent proposal species;  the above listed species are designed as the major plants in the water scenario.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Planting Design
Plants palette
The right form lists some of the main plants used in 
the water scenario. 
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water space inside water space outside
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Pre-treatment floating plant filter floating plant filterreed filter reed filterlotus filter iris filter gladiolus filter
private house water space of courtyard
non-infiltrated layer
scree layer
filter layer
net septum
special soil layer
water surface
water plant
water plant
backfilled soil
wall wall
wall
water layer
water plants layer
soil layer
edge layer
backfilled soil
one proposed stage
reed lotus iris gladiolus
name
growing 
period
floating plant floating plant water lily
growing period of water plants
underground layer
small scale treatment base big scale treatment base
upground layer
0 500cm
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.
Sep.
Aug.
Jul.
Jun.
May
Apr.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
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Working principle
This part is specific for the water scenario. It briefly explores the working principles of grey water 
treatment. 
Aquatic plants are suggested to be used in grey water treatment. The diagram selects specific 
species and shows their growing periods. Two treatment bases and layer structure are concisely 
listed as reference.
leaked wallplatformcorridorverandaleft courtyardcourtyard of neighbor right courtyard behind wall
roof gardengrey water/rain collector
01 transformed space between two houses
elevation
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view from north to south
existing proposed
Elevation
The elevation diagram reveals how water recycling 
is the dominant factors to organise spaces in this 
scenario. All spatial components participate directly 
or indirectly in the grey water recycling process.
 
Image
Images 01 and 02 illustrate how grey water 
recycling circulation influences spaces behind and 
between the houses respectively.
 
In Image 01 there are two types of courtyards. 
While the left one attempts to build more intercon-
nections between private courtyard space and 
public space through grey water, people, vegeta-
tion and etc., the right courtyard operates in a 
different way. It utilizes wall to interrupt spaces 
between inside and outside, which will lead to.
In order to emphasize the highly spatial occupation 
of people’s circulation between two houses, one 
wide corridor is proposed: this one will house 
multiple uses for both private and public activities, 
such as crossing, sitting, chatting and meeting.
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Apply leaked wall of 
Zhouzhuang Town to design 
and try to create partly spatial 
sequence between interior and 
exterior through leaked area.
proposed
02 spatial effects of two courtyards existing
leaked wall
pre-treatment of grey water
left courtyard
right courtyard
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6.0 CONCLUSION
Based on my research, ‘Hybrid City’ is an apt definition to answer my key research question. 
That is: how water can be used to forge a new typology for the Xinji residential area in 
developing Shanghai? In order to address the key research question specifically, it was 
divided into four sub-questions.
Water material, compared with land material, has its unique quality. The main attempt was to 
consider water as main research tool to transform spaces. How to take water qualities into 
account?
Water quality, which means natural qualities of water, such as shifting water level, flowing 
direction, water self-purification, are often neglected in landscape design. My research attempts 
to integrate water qualities into spatial transformations through two research concepts, edge 
and corridor. 
For example, edge scenario integrates internal central lakes into external Dafu river through 
new water corridors. Due to tide characteristic of Dafu river, proposed internal water space has 
tide conditions and the existing fixed water level will be shifted. Based on this context, edge 
scenario takes into account a shifting water level. Through various edge spaces, it creates 
different spatial effects and provides residents with new spatial experiences, including playing 
with water, finishing and waterside dwelling, which an alternative to the existing   water-based 
activities. Multi-stepped edge is designed to adopt three water levels. With low water level, its 
space is open and can be fully used, while with middle and high water level, its space is partly 
enclosed by water and some spatial uses shift from land activities to aquatic activities.     
Edge is defined by scale and focuses on peripherial water spaces. It is the peripherial space 
that forms external conditions of water space. How do those external conditions influence 
spatial transformations of water-based landscape in Xinji residential area?
Spatial interactions and extension are two ways edge used to transform spaces in and between 
public and private, internal and external and diverse programs, and eventually forms an fused 
water-based landscape entity in Xinji residential area.
For example, Xinji residential area, in edge scenario, is integrated into neighborhood residential 
areas of 3 square kilometres through flowing water corridors. Besides existing road infrastruc-
ture, water corridor may provide other programmatic connections between Xinji residential area 
and neighborhood residential area through specifically spatial uses of water corridor. Due to 
those connections, an existing physical spatial boundary, actually, is broken by extension of 
water-based spatial uses of Xinji residents. Meanwhile, existing conditions of neighborhood   
 
communities also will affect the fostering process of a new community space in Xinji residential 
area. 
Corridor is defined by circulations of residents and water. Through residents’ circulation, 
especially water circulation, how does corridor organise and connect different programs and 
eventually forms an interweaving landscape fabric in Xinji residential area?
Exploring new relations between water and other programs is the key to create new water-
based spatial transformations, which makes variety of spatial effects and diversity of spatial 
experience possible in the Xinji residential area.   
Take corridor scenario as an example, shifting rainfall volume and days are new factors consid-
ered into organisation of spatial forms between housing block. Enclosed sunken green bases 
with green slopes and concrete steps, which can be used as land corridors to guide people 
between apartment blocks when several months of less rainfall. It also works as semi-private 
courtyards to do leisure activities when several months of more rainfall occur, and as water 
corridors to provide habitats for some aquatic plants and animals.    
According to water scenario, grey water recycling circulation is another new approach to create 
spatial relations between private and public, inside and outside, and diverse programs in the 
Xinji residential area and its context.
    
Hybridity is a research strategic to build a new typology of community space in Xinji residential 
area, which uses water, edge and corridor to define an fused landscape entity, which opposes 
the existing spatial effects and monotonous spatial experience of Xinji residential area.
With the ongoing growth population density in the Shanghai downtown area, more and more 
residents are going to move out to the periphery of Shanghai. The limit public outdoors space 
and the growing population constitutes an obvious contradiction in the development of residen-
tial area in outskirt of Shanghai. On the other hand, because of the rapidly progress of urbanisa-
tion of Shanghai, some design work of landscape architecture in residential areas lack of 
comprehensive consideration. The main problems reflect in the following aspects: First, lack of 
contextual thinking of site and context, interior and exterior, public and private, figure and 
ground. Second, neglect potential interactions in and between landscape elements. Last but 
not least, residential landscape projects haven’t fully take people’s experience into account.  
My project responds to those problems and based on a typical residential area --- Xinji residen-
tial area as site, explore possible ways to address. Water as a dynamic tool used into the site
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and formed diverse water-based landscape could be embodied from four aspects. First, the 
idea of ‘hybrid’ expresses on different kinds of mixture, from social context to landscape. 
Second, the new typology is formed upon context and site. In other words, water should not be 
confined by the boundary of site. Its edge can be infinite extending due to the development of 
residential area. The 2010 Shanghai World Expo, and ‘moving out’ policy compose big context 
of developing issues of site. Third, the new typology is based on the dynamic landscape fabric, 
corridor plays as an interface to connect diverse landscape components and weave a 
landscape entity. Fourth, water-based landscape emphasizes on water and develops its unique 
qualities of water, including shifting water level and water self-purification, which are often 
neglected in landscape design of residential area in Shanghai. Eventually, my research 
attempts to integrate social context, site context, scale, landscape and water qualities into 
spatial transformations and forge edge scenario, corridor scenario and water scenario for Xinji 
residential area.
The research for ‘Hybrid City’ is the first stage towards an understanding of what hybrid spatial 
transformation is and how it can be used to create a new typology of residential area in a devel-
oping Shanghai. ’Hybrid City’ will keep developing in the future. For me, hybrid is not only an 
outcome of spatial transformation in one residential area, but also a pattern of thought. That is 
how to think things fusible and adaptive rather than isolated and static.. 
Rem Koolhass considers hybridity to constitute the city’s primary connective principle (Rem 
Koolhass, 1997). According to Rem Koolhass, the hybridity concept can be applied in the city 
scale and works as basic concept. In my research, I have only operated the hybridity concept in 
the residential area scale. Therefore my new question comes how to explore the deep implica-
tion of hybridity at the city scale?
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1. standard design of landscape environment in residential area , 2006, China
The following standards regarding waterscape in residential area refer to the book named standard 
design of landscape environment in residential area and pressed in 2006. Because the original 
version is Chinese, I translated them from Chinese to English.
1) Design standard: 
If designed pool is mainly for children playing, its depth should be less than 0.3 m. The base surface 
of designed pool must be anti-slipped and should avoid planting moss and alga. If the pool is used for 
crossing, it should place stepping stone on water surface, and its area should be more than 
0.4m×0.4m, and meet requirement of continual stepping.
2) Detail treatment: 
The design, construction and maintain of residential waterscape should carefully deal with. The base 
of banks, including platform, stepping stone, bridge and guardrail should ram down. If use wood 
materials to deal with banks, they should be antiseptic. If use pumps and lights in waterscape area, it 
is necessary to carefully check every pipes, and avoid insulation broken and lead live water.
3) Safety consideration:
It is necessary to erect safety boards around waterscape. As for the zones of water accessing, it is 
better to place guardrail and other safety guards. On the other hand, regular security inspection is 
essential, especially around waterscape.
2. Longtang
Long means a lane and tang means an important building or the front room of a house. The word can 
also be used to describe a lane that connects houses or a group of houses connected by lanes. The 
longtang houses usually have two storeys and are attached to each other in rows. 
A longtang is mainly based on the Chinese traditional residential siheyuan (a compound with houses 
on four sides). This, in a sense, still kept the style of Chinese traditional residential form of having an 
enclosed house with a courtyard, but its proportion had been changed and its layout was compact. 
Actually, a longtang house in Shanghai possessed such an outstanding feature in spatial art that 
several Chinese modern architects even used them as models for new buildings. The living space is 
divided into layers, such as the public space (streets), semi-public space (main lanes), semi-private 
space (sub-lanes) and private spaces (inside the residence). 
Thousands upon thousands of Shanghai people are sentimentally attached to the Longtangs till now. 
The main reason is that a strong human relationship prevails in the Longtang. With the rapid growth 
of the urban population in Shanghai and due to some historical reasons, the housing problem in the 
city is becoming very serious. Each unit of the Longtang house, formerly occupied by one family, now 
has been shared by several families.
Over the past few years, 10 million sqm of land have been set aside each year to build new housing, 
but 45 per cent of the city population still live in the longtang houses. As the city is now undergoing a 
large-scale reconstruction, some residents of Longtang will be moved out to the periphery of Shang-
hai.
3. Proposed Water Volume
The volume of water is subject to the aim of my project. Three proposed scenarios explore the spatial 
relations in terms of three concepts. They are edge, corridor and water. The existing conditions of 
water also take into account. But according to the aim of my project, the existing conditions of water 
vary in terms of the shifting conditions of other landscape components.
4. Vibrancy of Residential Space
The vibrancy of residential space is defined by the various spatial effects and diverse spatial experi-
ence in residential area. The project takes ‘Longtang’ as one of the main precedents and attempt to 
operate three scenarios in research site. Based on the shifting conditions and scales, the objective of 
those scenarios are to create diversity and variety of water-based landscape in site and its context.
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5. Shanghai Water Resource
The following paragraphs refer to Chonghua Zhang, 1997, case study 2- Shanghai Huangpu River, 
China. 
Shanghai is very rich in water resources. The main rivers are the Yangtze River in the north and the 
Huangpu River, a tributary of the Yangtze, in the delta area. The Huangpu River also belongs to the 
Tai Lake Water System and is important for discharging flood water from the Tai Lake. The amount of 
flood water discharged from the Tai Lake area during the wet season, usually in the summer, strongly 
affects the flow rate of the Huangpu River and its water quality. The average annual flow rate of the 
Huangpu River is 315 m  s . There are hundreds of man-made canals in Shanghai. They are intercon-
nected to form a web around the Huangpu River. About 80 per cent of Shanghai falls within this web 
of water networks.
Surface run-off in the Shanghai area varies significantly from year to year. In a very dry season the 
run-off can be only 40 per cent of that for an average year. The flow received from Tai Lake also varies 
significantly from year to year, ranging from 5.11 × 10  to 12.83 × 10  m  a .
Groundwater is extracted and used mainly as cooling water in industry. Over-exploitation of ground-
water in the past caused serious land subsidence in the area and in recent years, therefore, ground-
water extraction has been controlled. Between 1981 and 1990 an average of about 88 × 10  m a  of 
groundwater were extracted in Shanghai.
The Huangpu River is tidal. The tidal effect complicates the flow pattern of the river and also the water 
quality of the tidal sections. The Huangpu River receives about 40.9 × 10 m of tidal water from the 
Yangtze River. The total tidal influx of the Huangpu River is about 47.47 × 10 m  a  , including all the 
other tidal water received by smaller rivers (about 6.57 × 106 m ). 
3 -1
-1
-1
-1
9 9
9
3
3
3
6 3
3
main river
main branch
secondary branch
lower land
wetland
lake
4th risk
3rd risk
2nd risk
1st risk
Flood Risk
According to the Hydrologic Station Data of 
rainfall & tide conditions  in Huangpu Park by 
the past 100 years, the left diagram shows 
the flood risk. 
River System
According to Chonghua Zhang, 1997, the 
left diagram shows the existing river system 
of Shanghai.  
Lower Land, Wetland, Lake
According to Chonghua Zhang, 1997, the 
left diagram shows the existing location of 
lower land, wetland and lake in Shanghai.
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Suzhou is a famous water-oriented city located in the Yangtze Basin of China. It is described as a 
‘water city’ due to its water-oriented landscape. The ancient Grand Canal, with more than 2400 years 
of history, give the fabric of old Suzhou city ( Fig.1)and until now 93,000 ( Tab.1) permanent residents 
living in the old city of only 14 square kilometre. Now canal is not only a infrastructure system but also 
a local culture. Grand canal belongs to history.
Venice is a very famous canal city, but with relevant low population density 1,300 in city centre and 
594 in whole city area by 2004 ( Tab. 3). From Fig. 3, it is easy to discover the layout of public space 
and private housing space keep following canal system and road system. Canal system mainly links 
with public space, while private space lies in skirt of public one and is usually distributed by the way of 
road extension.   
Amsterdam is also a typical water city in Europe. The number of population density of city centre and 
city area is very similar (Tab. 4). Unlike other case cities, the number of population density of city 
centre is far more than that of city area. It points out the land usage for private housing space is very 
average between urban core and periphery.   
Bangkok is the captial of Thailand. with 6Km squ of city centre area and 68 thousand population, 
opulation density reached 11,3333 in 2004( Tab. 1). Water always plays a large part in Thai life. With 
so many rivers and tributaries flowing from the northern mountains through most of countries, there is 
always plenty for drinking, growing food, washing and transport.  
1Km0
canal system road system
public space housing space canal system road system
public space housing space
canal system road system
public space housing space
2Km0
canal system road system
public space housing space
3Km0
3Km0
area:                    14                           392
population:           93                          1,057
density:                6,642                     2,696                  
2( km  )
( thousand )
        city centre                   city
( p/ km )2
source: China Association of City Planning), 2005 estimate
Table  1 Figure  1
area:                    48                          458
population:           65                          272
density:                1300                      594                  
2( km  )
( thousand )
        city centre                   city
( p/ km )2
source: www.worldexecutive.com/cityguides/venice, 2004 estimate
Table  3 Figure  3
area:                    98                          220
population:           742                       1,500
density:                7570                      6,818                 
2( km  )
( thousand )
        city centre                   city
( p/ km )2
source: Wikipedia  2005 estimate
Table  4 Figure  4
area:                    6                           1,568
population:           68                          5,600
density:                11,333                  3,571                  
2( km  )
( thousand )
        city centre                   city
( p/ km )2
source: The Bureau of Registration Department of Provinal 
             Ministry of Bangkok, 2004 estimate
Table  2 Figure  2
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